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Gluten-free products
and much more...

Annie’s
Collectables

39 Cooper Road,WAMBOIN

Weekends and Public Holidays

Or by Appointment

Ph: 6238 3284

OPEN 10.30am - 4.30pm

. . . for that
something
extra special

Winter aches?
Herbal remedies for you
and the pets

How to wash
vintage glass,

crockery…

I DIDN’T REALISE when I opened Annie’s

as part of my pre-retirement ‘strategy’, that I

would meet so many wonderful and interest-

ing people. We have lived in Wamboin for

almost 25 years and we still meet someone

new every weekend. When you start talking

about what people treasure and what they

collect, people become nostalgic, passionate,

sometimes envious (me especially!) but

always fascinating.

One of the questions I am frequently
asked is “How do I...?”
I thought it might be helpful to answer some

of those questions in this column. If you have

a question, please send it in to jnordsvan@

iimetro.com.au, and we’ll do our best to

find an answer.

I am often asked how I wash and clean

valuable glass items. When washing glass, I

put a small handtowel in the bottom of the

sink. I only wash one piece at a time in warm

soapy water, and then rinse in clear warm water.

I have a range of artists paint brushes I use as

bottle brushes to reach the bottom of those

hard-to-get-to spots in bottles and carafes.

Sometimes bottles, carafes or jars have a res-

idue in the bottom which is difficult to remove.

I pour a capful of tooth cleaning powder

(such as Steradent) into the container and fill

with hot (not boiling) water and leave for 12

MYSTERIOUS ‘DARK MATTER’

CHALLENGE TO
NEWTONIAN PHYSICS

What ’s the

big idea?
 by Amanda Beasley

IN THE SEVEN-

TEENTH century,

it is commonly

believed that

Newton saw an

apple fall, and

subsequently realised that the whole uni-

verse operates under the laws of gravity.

Fast forward to the twentieth century,

and Einstein makes a remarkable discov-

ery: Newton’s laws of gravity don’t always

apply. If you’re travelling at high speed,

or are next to a really dense object (like a

black hole), forget asking Newton what is

going to happen.

And now, in the twenty-first century a

new breed of scientist is having another

look at the laws of gravity.

Astronomers have long known there

was something wrong with galaxies. Be-

cause galaxies aren’t generally rushing

through space or really dense (because they

are very big), Newton’s Laws should apply.

Except they don’t: it turned out that

galaxies don’t have enough known ‘stuff’

in them to make the sums come out right.

Reluctant to ‘do an Einstein’ and say

Newton was wrong, astronomers today

postulate that there is

a mysterious sub-

stance called Dark

Matter hiding in the

galaxies. Dark Mat-

ter, which is invis-

ible to us, is the extra ‘stuff’.

But is that right?
Dr Helmut Jerjen from the Research School

of Astronomy and Astrophysics at the Aus-

tralian National University is not so sure.

Along with a team of researchers from the

Universities of Bonn and Vienna, he looked

at the distribution of smaller satellite galax-

ies around bigger ones.

“Standard Cold Dark Matter theory tells

us the satellites should be uniformly arrang-

ed around their mother galaxy, but this is not

what we see.”

This, and other problems with these

satellites, has led the researchers to consider

throwing out Newton’s Laws and writing some

new physics.

First though, Dr Jerjen wants to be sure:

“The Stromlo Missing Satellites Survey pro-

ject at ANU will perform crucial tests to veri-

fy this subtle hint nature threw at us.”

– H ERB A L HI N TS – by Catherine Bird

Gent le herbs can enhance qua lity of life during
the co lder months. Centuries ago herba lists

attributed ills to ‘co ld’ entering the body. Herbs

that st imu late circu lat ion and introduce warmth
can be a good cho ice during our w inter season .

Here are some genera l herba l t ips.*

are an appetite stimulant and soothing to the

respiratory tract. For a dog the dose range is

!–" teaspoon depending on weight. You

only need to add one tablespoon of fenugreek

seeds to a horse’s feed. Warning: as the seeds

are difficult to digest unassisted, steep them

first in boiling water for ten minutes.

Respiratory herbs

With this flu season there are plenty of respir-

atory herbs that are warming – elder flowers

and echinacea can be supported by demul-

cents like mullein and licorice root if a cough

is hard to shift.

To ward off winter bugs, there is always

the traditional favourite, garlic. It stimulates

white blood cells’ vitality to fight off infect-

ions. You can easily take a fresh clove a day;

powdered garlic or granules are kinder on a

dog’s stomach, and horses can have "–1 table-

spoon a day of garlic granules, (avoid if you

or your animal are known to be anaemic).

When you decide to use herbs through the

chillier months, keep it simple. Rarely will

you need more than 6 herbs: often 3 will cover

all the issues you want to address. If you get

confused, you have probably chosen too many

herbs and need an herbalist to help you narrow

down your selection.

*NOTE: This article is for general educa-

tional purposes only and not intended to replace

professional advice for your particular situation.

Cats assimilate herbs differently so do not admin-

ister any herbs before consulting with a profess-

ional familiar with feline physiology.

GINGER is very warming. Often stomach

upsets settle with a ginger tea: place a slice

or two of fresh ginger in the bottom of a

mug and cover with boiling water. You can

add a slice of fresh ginger to your dog’s

drinking bowl or for a horse 2 to 3 slices

in a water bucket. If you try this, always

have plain water available in case they

don’t like the taste of ginger.

For older, creaky bones you can take

capsules of ginger. Your dog can have ! to

" teaspoon powdered ginger added to a

meal, and for a horse one teaspoon in each

hard feed through the colder months.

A winter tonic for the circulation
Circulation stimulants yarrow, gingko and

nettle in a prepared blend can act as a

seasonal tonic when combined with herbs

like clivers and dandelion that help the

body stay efficient in its elimination of

waste. Bodies can become ‘clogged’ and

sluggish in winter.

With a professionally-created blend made

from cut herbs, you can make tea for your-

self before adding the manufacturer’s recom-

mended dose to your dog’s bowl or horse’s

hard feed.

Fenugreek seeds may be useful for an-

imals who lose condition in winter. They

– Catherine is the author of A Hea lthy
Horse the Natura l Way and is an educator

w ho can be contacted through
w w w.happyhorses.com .au

by Joyce
Nordsvan*

–24 hours. Usually this is enough to remove

the most stubborn stain.

A useful tip I also give people is to period-

ically wash their good crockery. ‘Good’ china

looks wonderful on display, but if you don’t

use it, it does dry out and start to ‘craze’. Craz-

ing happens mostly with age, and sometimes

as a result of temperature and humidity condi-

tions like the hot, dry weather we have been

having. Crazing can also happen if the piece

gets vibrated often (like from being in stor-

age, or moved around a lot). The most common

reason though, is plain old age just like our

inevitable wrinkles.

*Introducing Joyce

Nordsvan, who has

gained much experience

establishing the next

chapter of her career

w ith Annie’s Collectab les

in Wamboin.

“ ...use your
beautiful things

and enjoy them ”

I believe you should use your beautiful

things and enjoy them, but if you would pre-

fer to enjoy them by displaying them, give

them some TLC and immerse them in water

every three months or

so to help stop them

drying out.

Modern appliances

such as dishwashers can

be fantastic time savers

– but not for antique or

vintage porcelain, china

or glass. We were telling

some customers about

an auction we had been

to recently where a dark

blue carnival glass bowl

sold for $675 – two ladies

competed in the bidding

as both desperately want-

ed this bowl. A lady in

our  shop a t  the  t ime

overheard me telling

this story, and told me

she had had a bowl just

like that – unfortunately

it shattered when she put

it in the dishwasher!


